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sorcerer's stone. yts bb4f9be48f 2. harry potter and the philosophers
stone. harry potter and the prisoner of azkaban 720p. ipod touch. yts

bb4f9be48f 3. harry potter and the philosophers stone is a 2001
american fantasy comedy-drama film directed by chris columbus. it is
the first of seven harry potter movies, based on j. k. rowling's harry
potter series of novels. the film stars daniel radcliffe as harry potter,
along with david tennant as house-elf dobby, hermione. moore, tom

felton, robbie coltrane, and john hurt as the voices of the four
hogwarts house-elfs, and rupert grint as ron weasley. the film has
been released in the united kingdom on february 6, 2002, and was

released on dvd on august 21, 2002. it is the second film in the harry
potter film series to be released in 3d in the united kingdom and in
china, and the first to be released in 3d internationally. set in the
fictional potter universe, the film is primarily set in the wizarding
world of the school of hogwarts, where a boy named harry potter

attends. he is befriended by three magical creatures: a talking owl, a
house-elf named dobby, and the resident misfit ghost, professor

minerva mcgonagall. the film is also based on the novel of the same
name by j. k. rowling, which is the first book in the harry potter

series. the film features additional film work from the original novel's
author; previous media adaptions of the novel were written by
rowling's husband, neil murray. the story is split into two parts,

"gringotts" and "the chamber of secrets," the latter of which is used
as a framing device to allow the story to be told in two parts.
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